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Questions comments or concerns?
Ideas for articles?
Submissions?
Interested in joining the Factory Times?
Enjoying the stupid sexy design?
E-mail us!
factorytimes@sunyit.edu
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Games

Greatness Awaits
The Playstation 4, scheduled to be available in stores November 15, has a
set of fabulous features, including the Dualshock 4 wireless controller, an 8-core
AMD “Jaguar” CPU processor, 8GB of GDDR5 memory, and USB 3.0. The new
wireless controller features a touchpad for the ultimate gaming experience; there
is also a built-in speaker!
Along with the long-awaited release of the PS4 are games that will be
playable on the PS4,
such as Killzone Shadow Fall, Call of Duty: Ghosts, Battlefield 4, Diablo III, and, of
course, Assassin’s Creed IV: Black Flag (yay pirates!!).
On a different note, a game that should be (but will not be) released for
the PS4 is the third game in the Batman Arkham series: Batman Arkham Origins.
With a map that is twice the size of Arkham City, Origins introduces a prequel
storyline that takes place years before the events of Arkham Asylum. Playing
as Batman, players will get to experience the character on the rise in his early
Bat-career. Villains featured in this new game include Firefly (a pyromaniac
with wings and a jetpack), Bane, Copperhead, the Joker, and Deathstroke... We
also can’t forget about Black Mask! Batman Arkham Origins will be available to
purchase on October 25, with a multiplayer mode that allows friends and foes to
take down criminals in Blackgate Prison.
The PS4 is available to pre-order online now at us.playstation.com; Batman
Arkham Origins is available to pre-order online now at batmanarkhamorigins.
com. Get your copy today!
Written by Elaine Vuong
Designed by Michael Rosenberg
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From those who brought you Perfect World comes a new MMORPG: Neverwinter.
The free-to-play game was released to open beta in April earlier this year, attracting
Perfect World players as well as World of Warcraft enthusiasts.
The story line of the game’s quest line is as follows: One hundred years after
the Spellplague changed and destroyed the magical and mysterious lands of Faerûn,
Neverwinter, the city of the North, was restored under the protection of Lord Neverember
of Waterdeep; by taking up the roles of adventurers and heroes, players can explore and
defend one of the most beloved cities from Dungeons & Dragons.
Broken down into races and classes, players have a wide variety of choices in
deciding what role they would like to take up: for races, one may be a human, drow
(similar to a dark elf), a dwarf, halfling, half-elf (half-human), half-orc (half-human),
menzoberranzan renegade (similar to a dark elf, but...darker), moon elf, sun elf, tiefling
(devlish creatures), and wood elf. For classes, one may choose to become a control wizard,
devoted cleric, guardian fighter, great weapon fighter, or a trickster rogue. (Personally, my
main character is a half-elf devoted cleric...endless heals and range FTW!)
From a fellow Neverwinter player’s point-of-view, the game is one that is most
enjoyable with a friend; although it is playable by oneself, racing your friends on horses
and ganging up on a giant skeleton knight definitely makes the game more entertaining
and time-worthy. Other than finding various treasures hidden throughout its maps and
raising pets ranging from adorable to vicious, the game has some seemingly-unreachable
locations (such as rooftops and hilltops) that players can explore to view entire towns,
cities, and landscapes.
The game also has a cash shop available online for players who appreciate the
free-to-play essence of Neverwinter; nonetheless, even if you don’t want to invest any
money into a free game, Neverwinter provides players with an interactive experience that
is comparable to other pay-to-play games.
So if you’re looking for a new online games experience where one can: meet
new people, explore a vast world, fight to the top, and collect a lot of rare goods, then
Neverwinter is just the game for you. Join and download the game now at nw.perfectworld.
com. See you there friends!
Written by Elaine Vuong
Designed by Michael Rosenberg
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e might be facing the most terrifying
moment in our lives, or maybe even
in world history. In the past ten years,
the world has been dividing more and
more between East and West, but unlike
the cold war between America and
the Soviet Union, this could become
a real war between two sides of the
planet. After the Soviet Union fell in
1992, Europe decided to organize itself
into a single entity called the European
Union. With many of the union’s nations
being members of the western alliance
known as NATO (North Atlantic Treaty
Organization), North America became
partnered with Europe, not to mention
Australia and Japan. However, in the east,
there was massive dissension among the
many economically ruined nations, until
today.
With China and India making up a full
one third of the world’s population,
the east gained the upper hand in
manpower, which gave those countries
an incredible advantage in the
manufacturing race. I mean, when was
the last time you saw or even heard of
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something made in the U.S.A.? Russia,
driven by president Putin, who’s so
classically devious he seems like he
was written for a Bond movie, has been
reborn. Russia has been influencing
every one of the old Soviet states, like
Georgia and the Ukraine, as if the Berlin
Wall never came down. What’s more,
Russia has become one of the leading
oil producing nations due to its almost
exclusive rights to the Caspian Sea,
making Russia a potential economic
powerhouse. While not in the east, Brazil
has proven to be more likely to side with
the east than the west in foreign politics.
Brazil is also a major player in the world
economy. Just this year, Brazil, Russia,
India, China, and South Africa formed an
alliance called BRICS. BRICS represents
the five fastest economically growing
countries. Collaboration between nations
is a good thing, but a world split into
two sides is almost always a recipe for
conflict.
For a short while, we were all bound
together by the global economy which
kept all the major players from getting

into a war. But now, with the sudden rise
in eastern corporations, countries like
Brazil are becoming self-reliant and no
longer dependent on money from the
west. Russia’s protection of NSA agent
Edward Snowden from prosecution
was proof to the world that the days
of America calling the shots are long
gone. For the first time since the end
of the Cold War, America was told
“no” by a major power. One thing this
generation of Americans is going to have
to accept is that we’re not in charge any
more. From poor education to no jobs
available, America ain’t lookin’ too good.
But to balance it all out, Europe seems
to be turning the corner. They are
leading the world in technology as well
as showing signs of serious financial
recovery. And for every day that both
sides become more competitive, the
threat of major conflict between us
becomes more serious. Snowden was
just the tip of the iceberg. Now the
Middle Eastern nations, like Egypt and
Tunisia, have become platforms for

east and west to show off who has more
control in the foreign affairs. Syria might
be the match that lights up world war 3.
While the United States government is
threatening to send troops into Syria
to stop the use of biological weapons,
Russia is ordering us to back down
and has gone so far as to say that the
biological weapons attacks were the
result of Syrian rebels and not the
Syrian government. If neither west nor
east back down in the Middle East, our
generation will be a part of the largest
war in world history.
Written by Matt Handzel
Designed by Zach Handzel
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LONGBOARDING
Longboarding versus skateboarding, did you know there was a difference?
And those differences can make what you want to get out of the board help make up
your mind as to what you should be riding. Both skateboards and longboards were
invented in the 1950’s in California as a way to surf on land. Then they divided into
separate camps and evolved into two similar and yet very different types of boards.
Yes, they both have a deck and four wheels. The deck (the part of the board
that the rider actually stands on) is the most obvious difference between the two,
so we’ll start there. Skateboards usually have rounded ends, and are about two feet
long, whereas longboards are around four feet long and come in a variety of shapes
including cruiser which looks like a larger skateboard, pintails which look like a mini
surfboard, and some hybrids between the two. Skateboards also have smaller wheels,
and smaller trucks (the metal turning mechanism that attach the wheels to the deck)
a longboard has larger wheels and larger trucks. These subtle differences add up to
two types of boards meant to do some of the same things but specialized to do two
very different types of things.
A skateboard is what most street, vert (the act of riding a skateboard on a
skate ramp or other incline), and pool skaters ride because of its concave (curved
structure with the nose and tail pointing upward), it allows skaters to pull out tricks
such as kick flip by kicking on a certain point which makes the board flip. A longboard on the other hand is not meant to be used for kick flips or ollies because lack
of concave and tail/nose. A longboard is often used as a way to get around because
of how much control you have due to the larger area your feet have on the board.
Many people misunderstood that skateboards are just for tricks and longboards are
just a way to get around. Longboards are more than that. A longboard can also use
to do tricks, just in a different way. The different types of longboard are designed for
different purposes such as going downhill, some are designed for dancing (tricks on
a longboard), and some are designed to just cruise.
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VS. SKATEBOARDING
Longboard wheels are much larger than regular skateboard
wheels. The size difference is because smaller wheels have to spin faster
to maintain the same speed, so larger wheels create less friction for a
faster and smoother ride. Smaller wheels sometimes have problems
with sticks, rocks, and cracks in the street or sidewalk. The larger the
wheel size, the less likely it will stop rolling, and more likely to just roll
over the obstruction. So while skateboards are usually used for tricks,
for long cruising rides, their short length makes them less stable and
more uncomfortable. The larger and heavier longboard is more efficient while riding and one push with the foot will let the rider go much
further on a longboard than a skateboard. Both use foot contact on the
ground to propel the board by pushing off cement for thrust.
So at the end of the debate, one is not better than the other,
they are just meant for very different things. While longboards have
a smoother ride, they aren’t meant for the type of tricks you might
think of when thinking about a skateboard. But I would not try taking
a skateboard down a steep hill, it’s not what it is meant for, the stance
you maintain on a skateboard is unstable to ride 30 to 70 miles an hour
you might get going down a hill, that’s what a longboard is for. So before investing in one or the other, consider what you might want to do
with your board. You just might be looking at the wrong one.

Written by: Jessica Zdanowicz
Designed by: Carles Lojano
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ver the summer I picked up
skateboarding and discovered a
world of creativity, challenge, and
rich culture. It’s something where
your only competitor is yourself
and everyone else is a source of
inspiration or discouragement,
depending on how much you are
invested in skateboarding. A good
example of creativity is Rodney
Mullen, who is the founder of
skateboard tricks. When most people
think of skate tricks, they think wild
or extreme. But what Mullen does is
more like a graceful dance. In that,
skateboarding is as much an art as it
is anything else. Proof of which is the
fact that Rodney Mullen was invited
as a guest speaker on TED Talks
to talk about his life in creativity
through skating. But if you want
extreme, there’s certainly no shortage
of that. Danny Way, a champion
skateboarder, had a giant ramp built
onto the Great Wall of China, and
then he actually jumped it, making a
record for longest skateboard jump
ever.
I’m 20 years old and I just started 5
months ago, so it was kind of tricky
at first, because my leg muscles
hadn’t been properly developed for
skating. So like anything else, if you
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want to be great at it, it’s best to
start when you’re a little kid. At
any rate, I managed to learn the
basics from a friend of mine, after
a lot of wicked bad fails at stuff
that any 12 year old skateboarder
could do, like jumping up onto a
curb. Later I couldn’t get enough of
it. At first, I just wanted to ride on
my skateboard. But then I realized
that there’s a whole world beyond
going fast down hills. When you
pull off a perfect trick you enter
the world of no worries. It’s almost
as if everything fades away, save
for you, your board, and the
pavement beneath you.
The first tricks are usually the
hardest to get down, but even the
most experienced skateboarders
can keep finding new ways of
challenging themselves. That’s
another great thing about
skateboarding: the fact that your
imagination is your only limitation.
And while others see obstacles
as a problem, skateboarders see
them as an opportunity, making it
a constantly progressing activity.
So when you’re out there on your
skateboard, you’re taking part in
over 40 years of evolution.
Written by Matt Handzel
Designed by Zach Handzel
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ELYSIUM:
A Movie Review

his is a movie without flaw. The creators of
District 9 have done it again with an awesome
combination of intense and engaging story,
beautiful music, perfect pacing, great acting,
and amazing effects. Its probably not fair
for me to be the one writing this because I
was such a fan of District 9 which was made
by the same people. But Elysium stands
apart from every other movie I’ve seen this
year by covering controversial issues like
universal healthcare while still taking you
on a rollercoaster ride you’ll never forget.
The film is set in the mid 22nd century
on an overpopulated and diseased Earth.
Orbiting above earth is a giant superstation
called Elysium. On this facility, people
are practically immortal due to advanced
medical technology in the form of machines
that scan and then cure the patient in a
matter of minutes, if you are a resident.
These machines have the ability to cure
any and all sickness, not to mention the fact
that Elysium’s residents are the wealthy 1%
that treat people like a boot treats an ant.
Down on the planet, most of the people are
unemployed, starving, and in desperate need
of medical attention. If that main premise
doesn’t convince you that this movie is worth
seeing, then you need to take some serious
reflection time.
The few people who try to sneak into Elysium
are either shot down in space or arrested
and sent to a detention center. One of these
people is an ex-con, Max, played by Matt
Damon. After being exposed to a lethal
amount of radiation from an accident at work,
Max has no choice but to break into Elysium
in order to save his life. Standing in his way is
Jodie Foster’s tyrannical character, the head
of security on Elysium. Her main weapon is

is a team of South African mercenaries led by
the sadistic agent Kruger, played by Sharlto
Copley, who does an amazing job of playing
a character entirely different from his famous
role in District 9. What makes the film’s
characters, and therefore the film, so intense
is the sheer depth of them. Matt Damon’s
character comes off as a little stereotypically
reluctant hero but his appearance is so new for
a hero in a film. How often do we see the lead
guy with a bald head and covered in tattoos
wearing a mechanical suit? Jodie Foster’s
character holds the record for deserving a
punch to the face more than any other villain
in film history but, at the same time, she has a
realistic motive for what she’s doing. Sharlto
Copley and his merry band of psychopaths
are a pretty strange bunch, committing evil
with unparalleled intensity. You also see that
Kruger’s has serious mental health issues
which almost makes you feel sorry for Kruger
because he’s being taken advantage of by
Jodie Foster’s character.
The film forces you to take a good look at
the relationship between the well-to-do and
the rest of us. The Elysium facility strikes a
great resemblance to Bel air, California; at
the same time, 22nd century Earth looks like
Southland, L.A.. Or you could view the movie
as an analogy about illegal immigrants trying
to make a better life for themselves in this
country or the disappearing of the middle
class. The plot twists are original and the pace
is as good as it gets. This might go down as one
of the single greatest movies of the past ten
years. I think it’s the best movie since The Dark
Knight Rises, and that’s saying a lot. Elysium
stands as a marker of a generation and leaves
you with the question of how long do we allow
the wealthy class’s needs to be put in front of
everyone else’s.
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ZOMBIES

by Jessica Zdanowicz
While most Zombies share some traits, variations do
exist, this means that there is more than one type
of Zombie. Here we explore and explain 5 of the basic
Zombie types.
Haitian Vodun or Voodoo Zombie: In Haiti “Zombie” is
a term to describe an animated corpse that has been
brought back to life through mystical means, such
as witchcraft or voodoo. According to the tenets of
Vodoun, a deceased person can be revived by a bokor,
or sorcerer. The “reanimated” person becomes a
Zombie, and remains under the control and command of
the bokor for the remainder of their life.
Investigations into the subject have claimed that a
living person can be turned into a zombie by using two
special powders. These powders include
tetrodotoxin, a powerful and often fatal neurotoxin
found in puffer fish, and dissociative drugs such as
datura. The powders, once introduced to the
bloodstream, spread quickly through the body and
create a death-like state. But sometimes the poisons
prove too much, and the victim’s body fails. Vodun
Zombie poisoning is often used as a tool for revenge,
slavery, and extortion.
Chemical Zombie: Human-kind’s continued experiments
with chemicals have resulted in both prolonged life
and hurried death. These Zombies vary greatly from
film to film, but do share some things in common; they
have the ability to move quickly, use tools, speak,
survive damage inflicted on the body and the brain,
and they all crave brains to take away the pain of
being dead. While a Chemical Zombie won’t always
infect you via biting or scratching, you can contract
the affliction from ingesting and/or inhaling the
chemical involved or a substantial amount of
affected particulates. The blood, flesh, and even the
ashes of a Chemical Zombie can remain active and
infectious indefinitely, making the spread of the
chemicals and affliction highly likely in almost every
situation.
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Parasitic Zombie: Created when a host organism such as a human being or
animal is infected by a highly specialized parasitic organism.
Parasitic Zombies are often a dangerous and frightening reality at best
and a devastatingly efficient killer at worst. Parasitic Zombies are
typically shown to operate as a well-connected and aggressive “hivemind”.
Generally speaking Parasitic Zombies exhibit a series of symptoms
ranging from heightened aggression, schizophrenia, neurological damage,
confusion, loss of memory, blindness, extreme physical discomfort,
diarrhea, vomiting, erratic movements and of course an
uncontrollable drive for the consumption of human flesh. Left
untreated, Parasitic Zombie infections often mean the eventual death of
their host either through direct or indirect means… as well as those
that may have risked remaining close to them. The parasite in question
replicates itself within the host body and attempts to spread through
any means available, including the exchange of bodily fluids
Type 1 Viral Zombie: Viruses are ancient and ever evolving creatures;
they adapt rapidly, survive extreme conditions, and surprise us all the
time. A mutant strain of a symbiotic virus, like that of the
Polydnavirus carried by some wasps, has the potential to reanimate and/
or keep the recently dead moving. A Type 1 Viral Zombie is driven to
feed, and through feeding, to infect and spread their disease. They move
quite slowly and are typically not very intelligent. These Zombies need
no rest and will pursue potential victims endlessly through all terrain,
weather, and conditions; as long as their bodies are capable of moving
them along. They feel no pain, and show complete disregard to bodily
harm, excepting the brain and brain-stem.
Type 2 Viral Zombie: Many laboratories across the globe are
experimenting with virulent strains of viruses like rabies and the
plague. While the majority of these laboratories are working to better
map the cells and find new, more aggressive vaccinations and treatments,
there is a dark side to the world of viral science. Type 2 Viral Zombies
are not a-typical Zombies, though they do share characteristics with
most types. These Zombies are intensely aggressive, ravenous, quick in
movement, and highly infectious, but most importantly, they are still
living human beings.
Designed By Ashton Simmons
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ADVERTISE
HERE!
contact us at
factorytimes@sunyit.edu
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Around
Campus
Upcoming Events
Men’s Soccer Vs Bard
Tuesday,10/22
6:00 PM
Wildcat Field

AHAB Halloween Party
Friday,10/25
10:00 PM - 1:00 AM
Student Center MPR
(Haunted House & Dance Party)

Men’s Soccer vs. Morrisville St.
Saturday,10/26
12:00 PM
Wildcat Field

Do you want your club’s events to be advertised in our next issue? Send us the event
name, time and date to factorytimes@sunyit.edu
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Pumpkin Decorating
Tuesday,10/29
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Campus Center Patio
(Free Snacks)

Chalk Drawing Competition
Thursday,10/31
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Student Center Sidewalk
(Prizes For Winners)

Holiday Party
Friday,11/15
9:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Student Center MPR
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CAMPUS
CANDIDS
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